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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

 

A. Conclusion 

  This study was supposed to find out the implementation of Online 

Learning Class in the era of COVID-19 at Languages Development Unit English 

62nd Group UIN Antasari Banjarmasin and the students’ perception toward online 

English classes by using several online platforms. From the result and findings in 

the previous chapter, several conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The Implementation of Online English Classess 

  In implementation of Online class in UPB English 62ndGroup UIN 

Antasari Banjarmasin, the researcher found at English UPB 62ndgroup 

used WhatsApp, Youtube, Google Meet, Google Form, and Quizizz in 

learning. the researcher conclude that the implementation of online 

learning was good enough because online platforms variation that teacher 

used is creative.  

2. Students’ Perception toward Online English Classes 

Based on the result in chapter four, students said that online 

learning was effectiveif the network was stable.Then, studentspreferred 

offline class rather than online class because can not meet the teacher and 

friends directly. Most of students liked Google meet in learning. The 

students’ perception about advantages online learning were students who 

technology illiterate able to explore all about online learning, can relax in 
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learning, times and money save, and can study anywhere and anytime. The 

students’ perception about the disadvantages online learning were difficult 

to understand the material,did assignment online have opportunity for  

cheating, hard to focus, lack of discipline, and need more quota.  

B. Suggestions 

 In this part, based on findings, discussion, and conclusion, it suggested 

that: 

 First, for the teachers, online platforms variation really help students to 

make students understand the lesson and best way in pandemic situation. The 

teacher also could use other online platform to makes learning more enjoyable. 

 For the future researchers who take the topic about online learning, can 

choose the other application or focus discuss one or two online platform. 

Therefore, the findings could be more specific. 
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